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LHC Logging System

“Capturing, storing and using time-series data for 
the world's largest scientific instrument”

Logging heterogeneous time series data:

 Cryogenics temperatures, magnetic field strengths, power 

dissipation, vacuum pressures, beam intensities and 

positions etc

The LHC Logging Service is based on a 3-tier architecture 

implemented using latest Oracle technology

Source : “LHC Logging Service” by Chris Roderick

http://lhc-logging.web.cern.ch/lhc-logging/docs/Presentations/LHC_Logging_Service_UKOUG_2006.ppt
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LHC Logging System

Source : “LHC Logging Service” by Chris Roderick

Measurement DB

Logging DB

http://lhc-logging.web.cern.ch/lhc-logging/docs/Presentations/LHC_Logging_Service_UKOUG_2006.ppt
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Access to LHC Logging System

 Client access to Measurement and Logging 
DBs

 Timber

 JAVA GUI application than can be run only from 
CERN

 After filtering data can be exported to text files 
and converted to ROOT files

 Data Access APIs:

 Java API (recomended)

 PL/SQL API
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Access with JAVA API 

 The Java API is accessible via Common Build 
giving access to the latest production version

 Each application using the API has first to be 
registered in order to get access

 LHC Logging System provides all the tools to 
access the data; 3 packages:

 logging-data-extractor

 logging-data-extractor-domain

 logging-data-extractor-client

Core interfaces 
describing the data and 
the datasources 

Actual client code
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Storing data as ROOT files

 2 ways to convert from JAVA to ROOT 
objects

 Text files

 Call ROOT as command line to parse a temporary 
text file created by the Java client

 Not so nice solution

 Java Native Interface (JNI)

 Allows running native code inside the VM

 Cleaner solution
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Java Native Interface (JNI)

 A programming framework that allows Java code running in a Java 
Virtual Machine (JVM) to call and to be called by native applications 
and libraries written in other languages, such as C, C++ and 
assembly.

 Mapping types

 Primitive types (boolean, char, int etc)

 Reference Types

Offers an easy way to transfer 
data from JAVA API 

to ROOT object
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Workflow

Measurement DB

Logging DB

READ

API

JDBC

JDBC

LHC Logging System

ALICE LHC Java API +
ROOT

End of run

ROOT files
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My questions

 What variables to query ?

 How to store the data (ROOT file schema) ?


